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Abstrnct

The theory oC tax smoothing is extended to allow Cor government

inveatmenL IC the rate of time prefcrence equals the market rate of

intcrest, the government abould borrow for temporary incresaes in gov-

ernment consumplion and for inveatrnent projecta with a market rate o[

relurn and sbould tax to finance permanent increasee in government

apending. 1'oliticiana are, however, notoriouely myopic. Thie causea

government assets to decline, because governments have a tendency to

have deficita and borrow and to run down their capital. Thie ahort-

aightednesa causes an inerease in government conaumption and a cu0

in taxea at the expense of a decline in government inveetment. Private

agenta react by saving, aince they anticipale that myopic governmente

postpone taxation.
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1 Introduction

The last decade in the Netherlands have been characterised by an extraordi-

nary short-sightedness in macroeconomic and budgetazy policies (de Kam,

de Haan and Sterks, 1990; Keuzenkamp and van der Ploeg, 1990). Govern-

ment debt as a percentage of national income has gone up dramaticatly from

96 pet cent in 1980 to 81 per cent in 1990 1. The problem is that productive

capital oí the Dutch government has not risen by a comparable amount,

since the net worth of the government has fallen from 107 billion guilders

in 1981 to 14 billion guilders in 1988 ~. The net worth of the Dutch gov-

ernment is expected to become negative in the early nineties in which case

government debt will exceed government assets. The reason is, of coutse,

that government deficits have been used to finance government transfers

(mainly associated with more than half a million unemployed and 800,000

people on disability pensions) and other forms of government consumption

rather than government investment. The financial deficit has risen from 0.8

per cent o( the national income in 1970, to 4.0 per cent in 1980 and 4.2

per cent in 1990, whilst government investment as a percentage of national

income has halved during the last decade. The political reality of budget

cuts in the Netherlands and elsewhere is such that it is easier to save funds

on government investment (e.g. delay the building of a bridge, school or

railway) than to save on government consumption (e.g. cut transfers or the

number of civil servants) as the latter would lead to a storm of protests.

This process started in the Netherlands during the late seventies when the

revenues of Dutch gas were not invested in productive assets but used for

creating a more generous welfare state. Later the Dutch government's main

target has been cutting the financial deficit almost regardless of how this is

achieved. In practice, the Dutch government has used tricks, such as pri-

vatisation of government assets and huge discounts for students who repay

their loans early, which improve the cash position of the government but do

~Greece and Belgium have seen thia figurc jump up by more than 50 percentage points,

whereae Italy, Ireland, Spain, Canada, France and Denmuk have Been thia figure jump

up from 20 to 33 percenlage pointa over lhie period.

~Although many economiete hsve advocated that governments ehould pay attention not

only to their caeh poeition but aleo to their balance aheet ( Hille, 1984; Eisaer aad Pieper,

1984; Eisoer, 1986; Bosltin, Robineon and Huber, 1987; Buiter, 1990), many governmenta

(in puticulsr the Dutch government) do not tollow thia sdvice in prutice.
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not improve and, in fact, often worsen the balance sheet of the government.

All this is difficult to explain within the context of conventional theo-

riea of tax smoothing (Barro, 1974), because theae theories recommend that

permanent increases in government spending must be financed through tax-

ation, and temporary increases in government spending (e.g. on investment

projects with a market rate of return) must be financed through borrowing.

The purpose of this note is to extend these theories to allow explicitly !ot

government investment and short-sighted politicians and to make govern-

ment consumption endogenous. This provides a framework in which some

of the behaviour described above can be explained.

2 Tax smoothing and government investment

The standard model of tax smoothing focuses on the most efficient intertem-

poral revenue mix for financing a given stream of primary government con-

sumption and assumes that the government wishes to minimise the collec-

tion costs or the excess burden associated with raising tax revenues. The

main propositions are that taxes should be smoothed over time, that tem-

porary increases in government spending should be financed by borrowing

and permanent increases by taxation, and that the current government debt

is irrelevant (Barro, 1974). Here the model is extended to allow for govern-

ment investment and also to make government consumption endogenous.

The government budget constraint can be written as

D-rD}G}J-T-(3S, D(0)-Do (1)

where D,G,J,T and S denote government debt, government consumption,

government investment, taxes, and government capital, respectively. r de-

notes the matket rate of interest, which is exogenous. This is relevant when

financial markets are fully integrated in the world economy. Some forms of

government investment, such as loans to students or 'starters' ( newly estab-

lished companies), bear almost a market rate of return, whereas other forms,

such as public housing, may give a rather lower rate of return. Sometimes

it may be difficult to measure exactly what the return is, e.g. education,

roads. Nevertheless, the return on government investment, p , is assumed to

be constant and known. A production function relating output of govern-

ment services to the stock of government capital can allow for the possibility
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of decreasing returns; for simplicity, constant returns aze assumed. All vari-

ables (except r, (3 and 6) can be expressed as fractions of the national income

in which case r and p aze net of the growth in nominal income. Net invest-

ment in given by S- J- áS, where ë denotes the depreciation rate of the

government capital stock net oC real growth. Hence, the development of

government assets, A - S- D, must satisfy

Á-rA}(Q-r-ó)S-~T-G (2)

The wealth of the public sector increases when the return on assets plus taxes
exceeds government consumption. If the return on government capital falls

short of the market return, p G r} 6, this loss should be treated in exactly

the same way as government consumption. If government capital achieves a

market rate of return, investment and the capital stock can be netted out of

the government budget constraint. In other words, if government investment

achieves a marki~t rate of return, th~ government is free to finance it by

borrowing. The government is assumed to be solvent and noL to engage in

"Ponzi Games", so that government liabilities cannot grow faster than the

market rate of interest, limiy~[D(t) - S(t)]ezp(-rt) - 0. Solvency leads

to the present-value government budget constraint:

Do -} r~ ezp(-rt)(G(t) }(r } á- p)S(t)]d! C
Jo

S(0) } ~~ ezp(-rt)T(t)dt
0

(3)

}Ience, solvency requires that the current government debt plus the present

value ot the stream of future government consumption and losses on govern-

ment capital must be less than the current government capital stock plus

the present value of the stream of future taxes.
The government minimises the following welfaze-loss function:

W- 2~~ exp(-Bt)[T(t)~ }~ a~ (G(t) - G(t))~

} ~~5~ (S(t) - S(t))']dt (4)
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where G and S denote the desired values of government consumption and

capital, respectively, and B denotes the government's rate of time prefer-

ence. '1'he dead-weight lusses associaled with taxalion correepond to the

familiar welfare triangles and are thus proportional to the square of the tax
rate. Tho conv~,ntional modcl of tax smcxithing hu~ exogenous government

consumption (a~ y 0) and no invcstmcul (as -. oo). Mini~nisation of (4)

subject to (1) and (2) yields:

G-G-rrcT

S-S-ces(r~ó-p)T

J-6S-as(r~6-p)(6~B-r)T

7' - (B - r)T.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Equation (5) derives from the condition that the mazginal cost of taxation,

T, must equal the marginal benefit from government consumption, (G -

G)~nc. The total return on government capital is the sum of the yield,

A, plus the marginal contribution to social welfare (converted into units of

production), (S - S)~(asT). Equation (6) shows that this must equal the

user cost of capital consisting ofa rental charge, r, and a depreciation chazge,

6. Note that when government capital achieves a mazket rate of return,

p- r t ó, the government can have any level of social capital it wants,

S- S. However, the government usually makes losses on its investment

projects so that 6 C~i C rtó seems a more reasonable assumption. Equation

(8) gives the tilt of taxation. When the government is not myopic, r- B,

taxes are smoothed over time, T- 0, because this is the only way in which

the marginal distortion caused by taxation today equals that of taxation

tomorrow. In general, politicians are impatient, B~ r, and thus prefer to

postpone taxation, T~ 0. Equation (7) shows that, tor a given level of

taxation, short-sightedness depresses investment.

Upon substitution of (5)-(8) into the present-value budget consttaint,

one obtains:
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T-~
2r-B ~

ltac-as(rtó-Q)(P-ó-9tr)
(9)

ac(~r - ~) D (10)G-G-
(ltac-as(rtó-Q)(Q-6-Btr)

as(r t 6- Q)(2r - 9)
S-S-(ltac-as(rtó-Q)(Q-ó-Btr) D (11)

r as(r t 6- Q)(B - r)(2r - B) i D (12)
S- - `1 tac-as(rtó-Q)(Q-6-Btr)l

1 t ac t as(r t ó- Q)~ D
Á- - (B-r)(ltaa-as(rtó-Q)(Q-6-Btr)

- (G - Gp) - 6(S - SD)

D-(B - r)D t(G - Cp) t ó(S - Sy) (13)

(14)

where D- D t(Gy -(Q - 6)Sp)~r defines the government's desired com-
mitments, Go(t) - r fi~ exp[-r(s - t)]G(s)ds defines the permanent level of

desired government consumption and Sy(1) - r f~ exp[-r(s - t)]S(s)ds de-
fines the permanent Ievel of desired government capital. An increase in the

priority the government attaches to government consumption (smaller ac)

leads to an increase in taxes and a fall in government capital, but boosts

govcrnment consumption. An increa.4e in the priority the government at-

taches to government capital is, however, associated with a fall in taxes and

an increase in government consumption.
It is worthwhile to establish what happens when the government is not

myopic, i.e. when the government's rate of time preference equals the market

interest rate, B- r. If government investment earns a market return, Q-

r t À, one has T- rD~(1 t ac), G- G- acrD~(1 t ac), S- S

and D - -Á - G- G~ t 6(S - SD). Hence, a high outstanding level of

government debt in itself is no problem and one must finance it by low

levels of government consumption and high levela of taxation - the mix
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depending on political preferences, oc- Permanent increases in the desired
level of govetnment consumption aze partially met and must be financed by

an inctease in taxation. Permanent increases in government capital must
also be financed by taxation. Temporary increases in the desired levels of
government consumption and capital must be met by borrowing. When
government investment earns less than a mazket rate of return, ~ C r~
é, government investment and capital are lower (S G S). If the return
on government capital exceeds its depreciation rate (p ~ 6), government
consumption is lower and taxes aze higher which provides some funds to
provide for the losses on government capital. (If p C b, G ie higher and T ia
lower.)

The relevant assumptions for the real world aze, however, that politiciana

concentrate on short-term re-election consideratione and are short-aighted,
B~ r, and that government investment rarely eazns a market rate of return.

The wedge between B and r ean be interpreted as the probability that the

government gets kicked out of office. Equations (9)-(14) show that there
are five effects of this myopia: (i) government consumption is higher and

declines over time; (ii) the government capital stock is higher, but falls over
time; (iii) taxes are postponed, so initially they are lower but then they muat

rise over time; (iv) the government is borrowing; and (v) the government's
net holdings of assets is worsening over time.

3 Private saving and the current account

Private agents must satisfy their present-value budget constraint:

r~ ezp(-rt)[C(t) -I I(t)] C Bo t f~ exp(-rt)[Y(t) - T(t) - pS(t)]dt (15)

where C, I,Y and B denote private consumption, private investment, private

income and private bond holdings, respectively. The present value of private
consumption plus investment must thus not exceed non-human wealth plua

human wealth. I{uman wealth is the present value of the stream of future in-

come minua taxes minus payments for use of government capital. Private in-

come depends positively on both the stock of private capital and government

capital, Y- Y fwh' fyS whcre Y and h" denote the exogenoua component

of private income and the private capital stock, respectively. Production is
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characterised by a constant marginal productivity of ptivate capital, which
may be juetified for a amall open economy with fully integrated financial
markets. Private capital accumulation satisfies K - I- éyK, where 6o de-
notes the depreciation rate of private capital. There are no adjustment coste
aesociated with investment and individuals are far-sighted in the sense that
their rate of time preference equala the market rate of interest. The marginal
productivity of capital then equala the user coat of capital (tv - r-fóp) which

determinea the stock of private capital (K - ÍC). Typically, households and
firma have to pay very little for the use of social overhead capital compazed
with the private return they get from this public good, even though a gov-

ernment will do its best to ensure that it extracta the return private agenta
get from government capital (ry - Q). However, becauae social overhead is

a public good individual households and firma do not get a market return if
they were to invest in social overhead on an individual basis. Thie is why
it is reasonable to assume that 6 c~i G 7 G r~ ó. Private agents take the
level of government consumption, the stock of government capital and the
tax rate as given. Since private agents are not short-sighted and have a rate

of time preference equal to the market rate of intereat, they find it optimal
to smooth consumption over time (C - 0) 3. Thia leads to the permanent

income hypothesis for private consumption:

C-r(BfÍf)}Yy-T9f(y-A)Sy (16)

where the permanent levels of Yp,Ty and Sy are defined in the uaual fashion.
Hence, the marginal propensity to consume out of a permanent boost to
disposable income is unity and out of a ternporary booat to income ia cloae to

zero. A pertnanent increase in the atock of government capital boosts private

consumption, because it is assumed that the private return on government

capital exceeds the charge for use of government capital. Upon substitution

of (8) and (9) into (16), one has:

~In fact, it lhe welfsre-loee cri0erion ( 4) included a term in pmate consumption and

the governmeot minimised thie criterion eubject to the additional conetrainta C- 0 and

(15), the solution would aleo correspond to (5}(20).
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l f as(l - A)(r f 6- A)C- r(Bf Íf )fYyt(7-Q)Sv-r (1 f ac - as(r ~- 6 - Q)(ij - 6- B{. r)) D

(17)

lCfB - Y-Ypf(7-Q)(S-So)t(B-r) (
1 t as(7 - íj)(r t 6- l3) ~ D1}ac-as(r-FÁ-ii)(p-ë-Bfr)

(18)

which illustrates the principle that permanent shocke to private income are
consumed whilst temporary shocks are saved. Ricardian debt equivalence
holds, so only the outstanding desired commitments of the government (D)
matter and not whether these are in the short run financed through taxation
or borrowing. A short-sighted government (B ~ r) under-invests in projects
which do not earn a market rate of return. This is why, for a given level
of commitments, the level of taxation is lower and private consumption is
higher. Another implication of myopic politicians is that, for a given level
oí government debt, private sector agents save (B 1 0) because they want
to cover themselves for the higher taxes which must be levied in the future.

Hence, government deficits are to a certain degree mirrored by private saving
surpluses. For a small open economy (such as the Netherlands) interest

rates are determined on the world markets and have to be taken as given.
Holdings of net foreign assets are then the excess of private sector holdings

of bonds over the outstanding stock of government bonds, F- B- D. The
current account corresponds to the increase in wealth of the nation and can

be written as nationalincome (interest payments on net foreign assets plus
domestic production) minus domestic absorption:

F-rFtY-(CfIfCtJ). (19)

Upon substitution of the above results, one obtains:
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F - Y-Yp-(G-Gp)f(7-P-ó)(S-Sp)-K
- (B-r) ( ac-as(rtó-ij)(7-6-B~r) l D (Zfl)

`ltac-as(rfó-Q)(Q-à-Bfr)I

Hence, a country runs a surplus on its current account whenever there ie
a temporary increase in output or a temporary fall in the desired level of
government consumption. In addition, all private investment is financed
through borrowing and is thus reflected in a deficit on the current account
oC the balance of payments (cf. Roubini, 1988). The main point is, how-
ever, that under normal circumstances a country managed by short-sighted
politicians has a tendency to borrow and have a deficit on its current ac-
count because the government's borrowing requirement exceeds the private
sector's saving surplus.

The social welfare loss (Ws) is evaluated with a discount rate equal to
the market rate of interest, which is less than the political discount rate. If
all exogenous variables are constant, this can be written as:

WS(B) -
z

2[1 t ac -~ as(r f À- P)~~ (r - 2B x

D ~0
[l~f-ac-as(rtó-Q)(Q-ó-B)

-~1~ U I S2 - r l l f as(1 - Q)(r f ó- Q) 1 Du~ (21)
`r ` llfac-as(rfó-i~)(i3-ó-B)J

where B- B- r, SI is a constant independent of B and U(C) denotes the
instantaneous utility of private consumption. For the special case where the
governments always achieves its targets for government capital (as - 0)
private conaumption and thus U(C) are independent of the wedge between
the political and social rate o[ discount (B), but the first term in (21) in-
creases in B as (r - B)~~(r - 28) ~ r when B~ 0 and thus Ws(B) ~ Ws(0) if
B~ 0. lience, when governments are short-sighted, they postpone taxation
and consequently social welfare falls. In general, there is a trade-off between
government capital and other objectives of budgetary policy (as 1 0). It
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follows that the social welfare losses arising from myopic politicians aze at-
tenuated because short-sighted politicians boost private consumption aad
depress the current level of taxation.

4 Concluding remarks

This note has extended the traditional theory of tax smoothing to allow for
ahort-sighted politicians and for the endogenous determination of govern-

ment consumption and investment. The main results are that myopic gov-

ernments have a tendency to postpone taxation and have financial deficits,
to diainvest and to increase government consumption. Since the stock of
government capital falls over time and the stock oC government debt rises

over time, it is clear that the net worth of the government declines over
time. Because governments postpone taxation, far-sighted private agents

smooth their consumption and thus save to counter-act the behaviour of
short-sighted politicians. This pattern seems to fit the Dutch experience

fairly well.
Although the Netherlands has experienced a considerable erosion ofgov-

ernment assets during the last decade, it has also experienced considerable

current account surpluses. This contradicte the prediction of the model

which says there is an erosion of net foreign assets as private saving falls

short of the government borrowing requirement. This feature disappears

when one allows private agents to have a lower rate of time preference than

the market rate of interest. When in addition politicians are short-sighted

and have a higher rate of time preference than the market rate of interest,

it ia possible to have an erosion ot government asaets as well as a build-

up of net foreign assets. This seems to reflect the Dutch experience very

well. In contrast, the Britisó experience seems to have been characterised

by persistent deficits on the current account of the balance of payments and

reductions in government debt. The Britiah experience may be explained by

the combination of far-sighted politicians, led by Mrs. Thatcher, with a rate

of time preference greater than the market rate of interest, and short-sighted

private agents.
In the Netherlands there is still considerable resistance to introducing a

separate capital account and current account for the government and to im-

plement a"golden rule of finance" - Ievy taxes for government consumption

and borrow tor investment projects with a market rate of return. One is

afraid that, when the minister of finance is confronted with many speading
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ministers, he is not powerful enough to resist attempts to count items of
government consumption as an i nveatment. This problem can be quite se-
rioas, because it is difficult to know which items beaz a mazket return (e.g.
education). There are two solutions to this problem. The first is a central
cabinet, consisting of the prime minister and the minister of finance, which
gets enough votes to counter-act spending demands of the other ministers.
The second ie to have an independent accountancy body, independent of po-
litical influences, check that only those items appear on the capital account
that have a market rate of return. The advantage of the second eolution
is that it makes politicians behave in a more faz-sighted manner and thus
improves welfare of private agents.
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